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Company Profile

MONALISA Group Co., Ltd is located in Foshan, China. 

It is a large-scale ceramic manufacturer that integrates 

scientific research and development, professional 

production and marketing. The company was set up 

in 1992. And now it owns 21 modernized ceramic 

production lines. MONALISA Group has persisted not 

only in product innovation, but also in clean and green 

production. The company continuously invests in the 

transformation and upgrade of environment protection 

facilities. Now it becomes the benchmark enterprise in 

regional transformation, industrial upgrading and green 

development.

On 19th Dec, 2017, the company was successfully listed 

in Shenzhen Stock Exchange, Stock Code 0002918.

Guangdong Monalisa Trading Co., Ltd is the fully-

owned subsidiary of Monalisa Group, which takes full 

responsibility for the export and import business of 

Monalisa Group. The company has been practicing 

international business for years, offering our clients with 

high efficient and professional services. And we are 

eager to cooperate with customers from all over the world 

and extend the business together. 



Cross-border fashion
Toilet space

Living room space

thickness

sizes

10.5mm pairs impression

thin tile

rhyme 

5.5mm

10.5mm

two thicknesses

1200×600mm 

Luxury retro simulation design

Building burden reduction is safer

Reproduce natural stone

The design and arrangement of modern space with 
light luxury and aesthetic feeling describes the most 
beautiful space with the least strokes, presenting 
a simple and extraordinary artistic effect. The 
appropriate product specifications are more in line 
with the space application.

aesthetiCs 
of spaCe life

1200mm

600mm

100mm

The collision of technology and ceramics has created a new life and 
gorgeousness of tiles. Through the improvement and practice of 3D 
digital inkjet imaging technology, Mona Lisa Tiles has successfully 
introduced it into the development and production of ceramic tiles, once 
again upgrading the artistic expression of ceramic tiles.
Different thickness, variety of specifications, to meet the needs of 
different scenarios, such as restaurants, living rooms, bathrooms, store 
decoration, etc., can be applied according to different scenarios, choose 
the appropriate specifications, more to meet your needs.
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rhyme stone
InherIt the features of nature stones wIth 
new scIence and technology

As a kind of Polished-Glazed tile, Rhyme stone series combines the 
advantages of Glazed and Polished tiles, and fully express the artistry 
of porcelain tile.

Roman rhyme stone glazed tile is a new category between antique 
brick and polished brick. It combines the advantages of both antique 
brick and polished brick. It is richer in color and better in decorative 
effect than polished brick. Compared with antique bricks, it is more 
beautiful and bright, which can create a sense of grandeur. The full 
polished glazed brick has low water absorption, good antifouling 
performance and no radiation. Roman Tianyun stone series inkjet 
printing technology can realize three-dimensional printing, further 
refine the ceramic tile 3D inkjet imaging technology, the texture is 
more refined, and the large area fully reproduces the natural stone 
color, the texture is continuous and complete, and the transition is 
natural. Suitable for large area paving.

3D digital inkjet printing technology, the glorious color of the 
glazed surface makes it more natural. 

Craftwork glaze technology, makes it soft and gentle.

Various colors, more choices

Better physical performance, safe and durable in application

features

Bright and beautiful decorative 
effect increases the brightness of the space

1200×600mm 

fmB0029pCm
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fmB0032pCm

fmB0022pCm

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

The texture is continuous and complete, 
and the transition is natural, which is more 
suitable for large-area paving.
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fmB0029pCm

fmB0031pCm

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

Craftwork glaze technology, makes it soft 
and gentle.

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

fmB0033pCm

fmB0028pCm
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the three-dimensional display of the 
exclusive color of the stone, the natural 
charm of the stone is magnificent, the 
texture is more refined, and the large area 
fully reproduces the natural stone color.

Every texture，explaining the nature of art 
originality in space.

inheriting 
the stone of nature 
with technology

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

fmB0026pCm

fmB0021pCm
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60-120fmB10255pm

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

White implied meaning is pure and brand-new 
begin, the grain that collocation wields asperse, 
have dimensional feeling extremely.

Colorific collocation is harmonious cool tonal space, 
scan widely all is nobility and comfortable.

1200×600mm 

Thickness

60-120fmB10253pm

60-120fmB10252pm

10.5mm
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rhyme stone

1200×600mm 1200×600mm 

fmB0021pCm

fmB0026pCm fmB0029pCm

fmB0022pCm fmB0025pCm

fmB0031pCm fmB0027pCm

fmB0028pCm

fmB0023pCm fmB0033pCm

one stone multifaceted one stone multifaceted

fmB0032pCm

10.5mm

Thickness

10.5mm

Thickness

Polish Polish
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60-120fmB10255pm-a 60-120fmB10255pm-b 60-120fmB10255pm-c 60-120fmB10255pm-d

60-120fmB10255pm-e 60-120fmB10255pm-f 60-120fmB10255pm-g 60-120fmB10255pm-h

Polish

rhyme stone

1200×600mm 

one stone multifaceted

1200×600mm   

one stone multifaceted

60-120fmB10251pm 60-120fmB10250pm 60-120fmB10252pm 60-120fmB10253pm

10.5mm

Thickness

p.17 p.18



archaistic ceramic tile
ItalIan orIgInal classIc desIgn, and the 
technology up to the InternatIonal leadIng 
level.

Our nostalgia series tiles are dry glaze technology embedded, archaistic style looking but 
fashion designed.The introduction of the original Italian design concept, the surface using 
HD image and 3D digital inkjet printing, combined with European imported digital glue dry 
granulation machine EVO-DRYFIX equipment, texture level aesthetic effect is outstanding. 
Adopting high wear-resistant and anti-slip dry glaze, combined with multi-process 
superposition application technology, the pattern texture can be more natural and delicate 
through accurate alignment. The product surface adopts Italian matt glaze technology.Glaze 
glossiness is below 5 degrees, tactility more show soft and elegant and smooth, exceed 
wear-resisting coefficient can reach 4 class, have the safety performance of high anti-skid. 
It can be widely used in all kinds of indoor and outdoor space area, with its unique charm to 
lead the trend of modern fashion antique style.

features

Introduction of Italian original design concept, combined with European imported 
digital glue dry grain machine EVO-DRYFIX equipment, pattern texture unique.

The product surface adopts Italian matt glaze technology, the glaze gloss is less than 
5 degrees, the touch is more elegant and smooth.

Adopt high wear-resistant, high anti-slip dry glaze, super wear-resistant coefficient 
up to 4, with high anti-slip safety performance.

 Combined with multi-process overlay application technology, the pattern texture can 
be more natural and delicate through accurate alignment.

1200°high temperature firing, no radioactive elements.

Become the leader in contemporary contracted 
tide with distinctive temperament, acting 
distinctive role.

1200×600mm 

60-120fmC10007m

60-120fmC10006m

Thickness 10.5mm
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Highlight atmosphere in detail, let a space 
more quiet and comfortable.

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

60-120fmC10011m

60-120fmC10010m
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60-120fmC10013m

60-120fmC10005m

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

Composed tonal gift the possibility that 
the space designs more.
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60-120fmC10001m 60-120fmC10002m

60-120fmC10006m 60-120fmC10007m 60-120fmC10008m

60-120fmC10003m

60-120fmC10012m

60-120fmC10005m

1200×600mm 

one stone multifaceted

1200×600mm   

one stone multifaceted

60-120fmC10010m 60-120fmC10011m60-120fmC10009m 60-120fmC10013m

10.5mm

Thickness

Matte Powder

arChaistiC CeramiC tile
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paris impression
the ultIMate roMance and elegance

Paris Impression series, with the luxury and retro designs, creates 
a special texture. It reflects the romantic and elegant life ideas deep 
in people’s hearts. Adopting the high temperature crystal grits in the 
glaze, the surface is shining under the spotlight after they are fired. It 
combines wax gloss with anti-fouling, anti-wear and anti-skid effects.

New luxury retro simulation design to create a unique color 
texture

With wax glaze technology, it is softer and more comfortable 
in product texture.

Application of high temperature crystallization technology, 
glazed texture effect is outstanding

Special glaze layer multiple protection, anti-slip performance 
is superior

Expand the limit of Glazed tiles application, the style of the 
space application is more diversified.

features

Application of high temperature 
crystallization technology, glazed texture 
effect is outstanding

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

fVB0008m
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Special glaze layer multiple protection, 
anti-slip performance is superior

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

fVB0005m

yhfVB0005
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1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mmfVB0009m

yhfVB0009

Expand the limit of Glazed tiles application, 
the style of the space application is more 
diversified.

1200×600mm 

Thickness 10.5mm

fVB0006m

yhfVB0006
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paris impression

one stone multifaceted one stone multifaceted

10.5mm

Thickness

fVB0005m

fVB0006m yhfVB0006 fVB0008m

fVB0009m yhfVB0009

yhfVB0005

1200×600mm   600×600mm 1200×600mm  600×600mm 

Matte
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thin tile

features

create an envIronMentally frIendly lIght lIfe

The thin porcelain tiles, designed with the texture of natural stone, 
sandstone and wallpaper, recreate the true style and feature of 
natural stone by using the latest stereo ink printing technology. The 
thickness is only 5.5mm in size 1200x600mm. Lighter in weight, 
more excellent in performance, it can widely meet the needs of all-
space decoration of indoor and outdoor walls and floors, and create 
a unique style of environmental protection light life.

 Light, thin, energy saving and environmental

plentiful colors, more choices

Fire and heat resistance, building load reduction and safety

More convenient in installation, faster in decoration and lower 
in cost. 

 Save the space and volume, it is the best choice for Re-

decoration

Excellent performance, more durable and beautiful

 The smooth touch and the full of texture 
embellishment, is the harmony of the 
space and the beauty of life.

1200×600mm 

Thickness

CBp5697Cm

CBp5691Cm

5.5mm
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Light and thin ceramic tiles lead the 
fashion, create an environmentally friendly 
and light life, and the space is lighter.

1200×600mm 

Thickness

CB5690pCm

CBp5691Cm

5.5mm
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Save the space and volume, it is the best 
choice for Re-decoration

1200×600mm 

Thickness

CBp5695Cm

CBp5688Cm

5.5mm

Plentiful colors, more choices，create a 
rich space charm

1200×600mm 

Thickness

fmB0027pCm

CBp5689Cm

5.5mm 10.5mm
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thin tile

one stone multifaceted one stone multifaceted

5.5mm

Thickness

CBp5691Cm

CBp5680Cm 

CB5920mCBp5688Cm CB5301m

CBp5681Cm

CBp5683Cm CBp5697Cm

CBp5689Cm

CBp5690Cm CBp5695Cm

CBp5677Cm CBp5693Cm

1200×600mm 1200×600mm 

Polish
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setting data

specification Wooden cage size

1200×600mm 

standard wooden 

cage

110cm×110cm×130cm

number of boxes 60

number of pieces per box 2

total number of pieces 120

Kg/piece 19

10.5mm

specification Wooden cage size

1200×600mm 

standard wooden 

cage

130cm×110cm×75cm

number of boxes 31

number of pieces per box  4

total number of pieces 124

Kg/piece 9.5

5.5mm
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